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This volume of the Annual Review of Gerontology and Geriatrics helps readers see the local problem and concern of aging as a global
epidemic affecting all areas of the health care workplace. It is written for expert administrative leaders and policymakers who can help make a
difference at both local and regional levels.
360 Degree Feedback, or multi-rater feedback, is an established HR methodology used in organizations across the world. This book presents
in-depth details about the process of developing managers into leaders and outlines methodologies for designing and using a 360 Degree
Programme for managers at all levels. This second edition draws extensively from the authors’ own experiences in the last decade since the
first edition was published. The book also includes research done using over 8,000 top-level managers whose leadership roles and qualities
were profiled using the authors’ Roles, Styles, Delegation and Qualities (RSDQ) model. Lessons from their stories and practices of some of
the HR award–winning organizations are presented in this edition. The book also presents a section on the various tools of 360 Degree
Feedback for a variety of groups. It is hoped that this edition will give an update of the 360 Degree Feedback the Indian way.
As an increasing number of individuals go to work in the nonprofit sector, nonprofit managers need support on how best to build their human
resource management capacity. They need to know what systems to examine, what questions to ask, and how to ensure they are managing
people in a legal manner and as effectively as possible given their particular resource constraints. Important questions include: Do we have a
clear philosophy, one that aligns with our nonprofit mission and values and allows us to treat our employees as the professionals they are?
How do we select, develop, and retain the best people who will produce high value, high performance work, and how do we do so with limited
resources? How do we effectively manage our mix of volunteers and paid staff? What do we need to consider to ensure diverse people work
together in a harmonious fashion? With all-new chapters written by the top scholars in the field of nonprofit HRM, these are but a few of the
many questions that are addressed in this timely volume.? These scholars delve into their particular areas of expertise, offering a
comprehensive look at theories and trends; legal and ethical issues; how to build HRM from recruitment, management, labor relations, to
training and appraisal; as well as topics in diversity, technology, and paid versus volunteer workforce management. This essential handbook
offers all core topic coverage as well as countless insider insights, additional resource lists, and tool sets for practical application. With
chapters grounded in existing research, but also connecting research to practice for those in the field, The Nonprofit Human Resource
Management Handbook will be required reading for a generation of scholars, students, and practitioners of nonprofit human resource
management.?
"In this fully revised and updated edition of his best-selling management classic, Bradford D. Smart describes exactly how leading companies
have embraced topgrading, and how you can, too. The author spells out his practical approach to the Topgrading Interview, the proven best
practice for assessing talent. His intriguing case studies and shrewd advice are based on solid research - more than 6,000 in-depth interviews
he has conducted over three decades."--BOOK JACKET.
A book about how the author's company, Value Financial Services, balances happiness for employees, customers, and investors.
During the past decade, employee turnover has become a very serious problem for organizations. Managing retention and keeping the
turnover rate below target and industry norms is one of the most challenging issues facing business. All indications point toward the issue
compounding in the future and, even as economic times change, turnover will continue to be an important issue for most job groups. Yet
despite these facts employee turnover continues to be the most unappreciated and undervalued issue facing business leaders. There are a
variety of reasons for this, for example, the true cost of employee turnover is often underestimated. The causes of turnover are not
adequately identified, and solutions are often not matched with the causes, so they fail. Preventive measures are either not in place or do not
target the issues properly, and therefore have little or no effect, and a method for measuring progress and identifying a monetary value (ROI)
on retention does not exist in most organizations. 'Managing Employee Retention' is a practical guide for managers to retain their talented
employees. It shows how to manage and monitor turnover and how to develop the ROI of keeping your talent using innovative retention
programs. The book presents a logical process of managing retention, from identifying turnover costs and causes, designing solutions that
match the causes of turnover, developing tools for tracking turnover and placing alerts when action is needed, and measuring the ROI of
retention programs.
Executives today recognize that their firms face a wave of retirements over the next decade as the baby boomers hit retirement age. At the
other end of the talent pipeline, the younger workforce is developing a different set of values and expectations, which creates new recruiting
and employee retention issues. The evolution from an older, traditional, highly-experienced workforce to a younger, more mobile, employee
base poses significant challenges, particularly when considered in the context of the long-term orientation towards downsizing and cost
cutting. This is a solution-oriented book to address one of the most pressing management problems of the coming years: How do
organizations transfer the critical expertise and experience of their employees before that knowledge walks out the door? It begins by
outlining the broad issues and providing tools for developing a knowledge-retention strategy and function. It then goes on to outline best
practices for retaining knowledge, including knowledge transfer practices, using technology to enable knowledge retention, retaining older
workers and retirees, and outsourcing lost capabilities.

Praise for How to Measure Anything: Finding the Value of Intangibles in Business "I love this book. Douglas Hubbard
helps us create a path to know the answer to almost any question in business, in science, or in life . . . Hubbard helps us
by showing us that when we seek metrics to solve problems, we are really trying to know something better than we know
it now. How to Measure Anything provides just the tools most of us need to measure anything better, to gain that insight,
to make progress, and to succeed." -Peter Tippett, PhD, M.D. Chief Technology Officer at CyberTrust and inventor of the
first antivirus software "Doug Hubbard has provided an easy-to-read, demystifying explanation of how managers can
inform themselves to make less risky, more profitable business decisions. We encourage our clients to try his powerful,
practical techniques." -Peter Schay EVP and COO of The Advisory Council "As a reader you soon realize that actually
everything can be measured while learning how to measure only what matters. This book cuts through conventional
clichés and business rhetoric and offers practical steps to using measurements as a tool for better decision making.
Hubbard bridges the gaps to make college statistics relevant and valuable for business decisions." -Ray Gilbert EVP
Lucent "This book is remarkable in its range of measurement applications and its clarity of style. A must-read for every
professional who has ever exclaimed, 'Sure, that concept is important, but can we measure it?'" -Dr. Jack Stenner
Cofounder and CEO of MetraMetrics, Inc.
Are you just playing—or playing to win? Strategy is not complex. But it is hard. It’s hard because it forces people and
organizations to make specific choices about their future—something that doesn’t happen in most companies. Now two of
today’s best-known business thinkers get to the heart of strategy—explaining what it’s for, how to think about it, why you
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need it, and how to get it done. And they use one of the most successful corporate turnarounds of the past century, which
they achieved together, to prove their point. A.G. Lafley, former CEO of Procter & Gamble, in close partnership with
strategic adviser Roger Martin, doubled P&G’s sales, quadrupled its profits, and increased its market value by more than
$100 billion in just ten years. Now, drawn from their years of experience at P&G and the Rotman School of Management,
where Martin is dean, this book shows how leaders in organizations of all sizes can guide everyday actions with larger
strategic goals built around the clear, essential elements that determine business success—where to play and how to win.
The result is a playbook for winning. Lafley and Martin have created a set of five essential strategic choices that, when
addressed in an integrated way, will move you ahead of your competitors. They are: • What is our winning aspiration? •
Where will we play? • How will we win? • What capabilities must we have in place to win? • What management systems
are required to support our choices? The stories of how P&G repeatedly won by applying this method to iconic brands
such as Olay, Bounty, Gillette, Swiffer, and Febreze clearly illustrate how deciding on a strategic approach—and then
making the right choices to support it—makes the difference between just playing the game and actually winning.
A trailblazing approach to choosing executives who both match theneeds and fit the cultures of the organizations they
willlead Leadership failures damage or even destroy companies every day. Toreduce the costs of leadership failure, the
author has developed arevolutionary process for selecting executives based on his yearsof consulting for some of
America's largest corporations. The RightLeader details this new approach and how it eliminates theleadership failures
that plague so many companies around the worldtoday. When executives don't address the right needs, or can't leadthe
organization because of a poor fit with the corporation'scultures, the company loses competitive advantage, talented
people,and momentum. The Right Leader introduces the revolutionaryMatch-Fit Model and explains how it reduces the
risks and costs ofexecutive failure by changing the factors that are considered andby taking into account the cultural
dynamics at play in anyorganization. Nat Stoddard (New York, NY) is Chairman of Crenshaw Associates, aNew Yorkbased consulting firm specializing in career andtransition management for senior executives. Claire Wyckoff (NewYork,
NY) is an accomplished writer and editor, who has heldexecutive positions in both the corporate and nonprofit sectors.
Praise for Strategy-Driven Talent Management "Silzer and Dowell's Strategy-Driven Talent Management provides a
comprehensive overview of the different elements of the best talent management processes used in organizations today.
This is a valuable resource for leaders and managers, HR practitioners and anyone involved in developing leadership
talent." —Ed Lawler, Professor, School of Business, University of Southern California "Talent is the key to successful
execution of a winning business strategy. Strategy-Driven Talent Management by Silzer & Dowell provides a thorough
and very practical guide to building and managing talent based on the strategic needs of the organization. Business
leaders will find this an excellent resource with many interesting examples and best practices from leading companies."
—Herbert L. Henkel, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Ingersoll Rand "Thanks to Strategy-Driven Talent
Management, we can move from an attractive idea of talent management to practices that deliver. This book brings the
work of practitioners—the people who are inventing, crafting, and shaping the field of talent management—to the forefront.
Their collective experiences and insights will certainly enrich your own research and practice." —Cynthia McCauley, PhD,
Senior Fellow, Center for Creative Leadership "It is exciting to see that Rob Silzer and Ben Dowell have given us the
state of the art in 2010 of integrating human resource issues into strategic management. This volume is a must read for
human resource and line leaders alike. The journey is far from over, but this volume of work will chart the course for
further progress." —Noel Tichy, Professor, Management and Organizations, University of Michigan, Ross School of
Business
The guide to getting hired, being promoted, and thriving professionally for the 40 million people of color in the
workplace—from the CEO and cofounder of Jopwell, the leading career advancement platform for Black, Latinx, and
Native American students and professionals. Let Them See You is a collection of Braswell’s straight-talking advice and
mentorship for diverse careerists, from college students to mid-level professionals. It’s also an invitation for diversity
champions to listen in on the guidance and perspective Braswell provides, particularly for young diverse workers—the
population that will make up the majority of the US workforce by 2030. In Let Them See You, Braswell briefly chronicles
how the majority-culture workplace evolved and why it’s a business imperative to have a more diverse workforce, and
then explains how you can: · overcome not-so-invisible obstacles · create perceived value · get recognition · be true to
yourself at work · build a personal brand · harness fear of failure · embrace uncomfortable conversations, and · drive
diversity and inclusion, whether you’re entry-level or in management In essence, Braswell delivers all the context,
tactics, and language you need to let them see you.
This book reveals the three most important capabilities leaders must demonstrate today: the ability to set strategy,
empathize with others, and take risks—all at the same time. In Head, Heart, and Guts, leadership experts David Dotlich,
Peter Cairo, and Stephen Rhinesmith—who teach and coach CEOs and executive teams throughout the world—argue that
to be successful in a complex, matrixed, fast-moving world, “whole” leaders must set strategy, develop trusting
relationships with others, and consistently do the right thing based on personal values. “Partial” leaders, often the
product of traditional executive programs, may be successful in the shortrun, but their companies lose over time. Filled
with case studies of companies such as Bank of America, Johnson & Johnson, Novartis, and UBS, Head, Heart, and
Guts, lays out specific steps and actions for leaders who want to grow beyond their “leadership comfort zone” and an
action plan for companies that want to move beyond tried-and-true leadership development in order to develop “whole”
leaders throughout their leadership pipeline.
Publisher Fact Sheet Two of the employee retention industry's leading experts join forces to demonstrate how an
effective corporate culture is critical to retaining top talent & therefore essential to an organization's success.
Growing an Entrepreneurial Business: Concepts and Cases is a textbook designed for courses that focus on managing small to
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medium sized enterprises. It focuses on the major management challenges that successful start-ups encounter when leaders
decide to grow and scale their businesses. The book is divided into two parts—text and cases—to provide professors with
maximum flexibility in organizing their courses. The thirty-five cases can be used in conjunction with the text, or independently.
Twelve cases are written as narratives with multiple teaching points, but without a focus on a particular business decision; the
remaining twenty-three cases were written around specific conundrums related to strategy, operations, finance, marketing,
leadership, culture, human resources, organizational design, business model, and growth. Discussion questions are provided for
each case. The text portion of the book discusses key issues derived from the author's research and consulting, and is meant to
complement the case method of teaching, raising issues for conversation. In addition to the real-world knowledge that students will
derive from the cases, readers will take away research-based templates and models that they can use in developing or consulting
with small businesses.
Optimizing Talent is the must have book for every leader and manager looking to sustain the ultimate workforce. Linda and Paul
show what works and what doesn’t in talent initiatives to drive business outcomes. This book is a call to action to transform how
you think about talent, how you develop and retain talent and how you measure the impact of talent initiatives on the bottom line.
"Love 'Em or Lose 'Em offers busy managers a fresh viewpoint that clearly links business success to retention of talent" --- Richard
J. Leider, Founder, the Inventure Group, co-author of Claiming Your Place at the Fire: Living the Second Half of Your Life on
Purpose.
Publisher Fact Sheet Uncovers how the best companies win, not by acquiring the right people, but by building the right
organization.
In this book, some of the world's leading scholars come together to describe their thinking and research on the topic of the
psychology of leadership. Most of the chapters were originally presented as papers at a research conference held in 2001 at the
Kellogg School of Management of Northwestern University. The contributions span traditional social psychological areas, as well
as organizational theory; examining leadership as a psychological process and as afforded by organizational constraints and
opportunities. The editors' goal was not to focus the chapters on a single approach to the study and conceptualization of
leadership but rather to display the diversity of issues that surround the topic. Leadership scholars have identified a host of
approaches to the study of leadership. What are the personal characteristics of leaders? What is the nature of the relation between
leaders and followers? Why do we perceive some people to be better leaders than others? What are the circumstances that evoke
leadership qualities in people? Can leadership be taught? And so on. The contributions to this book examine these important
questions and fall into three categories: conceptions of leadership, factors that influence the effectiveness of leadership, and the
consequences and effects of leadership on the leader. All in all, the chapters of this volume display part of a broad spectrum of
novel and important approaches to the study of the psychology of leadership. We hope that they are equally useful to those who
are or would be leaders and to those who study the topic. As recent events have served to remind us, it is too important a topic to
be ignored by psychologists.
Great companies don’t just depend on strategies—they depend on people. The more great people on your team, the more
successful your organization will be. But that’s easier said than done. Statistically, half of all employment decisions result in a
mishire: The wrong person winds up in the wrong job. But companies that have followed Bradford Smart’s advice in Topgrading
have boosted their successful hiring rate to 90 percent or better, giving them an unbeatable competitive advantage. Now Smart
has fully revised his 1999 management classic to reintroduce the topgrading concept, which works for companies large and small
in any industry. The author spells out his practical approach to finding and managing A-level talent—as well as coaching B players
to turn them into A players. He provides intriguing case studies drawn from more than four thousand in-depth interviews. As Smart
writes in his introduction, “All organizations, all businesses live or die mostly on their talent, and any manager who fails to
topgrade is nuts, or a C player. . . . Those who, way deep down, would sooner see an organization die than nudge an incompetent
person out of a job should not read this book... Topgrading is for A players and all those aspiring to be A players.” On the web:
http://www.topgrading.com/
This book helps readers develop a comprehensive understanding of diagnostics for strategic decision-making, with a focus on a
method called rapid due diligence. This method presents a compelling solution to the need for effective diagnostics, drawing on
academic rigor, critical thinking, systems dynamics, and advanced practicum to enable sound strategic decision-making. Guiding
the reader through the six stages of the process from discovery, through analysis, synthesis, and interpretation, Thompsen
engages all typical postgraduate disciplines in producing insights for practical application. Drawing on similarities with applied
social science research, the rapid due diligence method is supported with scores of techniques, tools, instructions, guidelines,
practical advice, and examples. Detailed cases and abbreviated examples of a variety of real strategic situations are provided from
organizations operating in North America, Europe, Asia, India, and Australia. Ideal for graduate students, organizational leaders,
and decision makers, this book is designed to invite deeper understanding and practical application of a strategic diagnostic
process that discovers insights for achieving positive results.

Building a peak performing organization is not easy or else everybody would be achieving this goal. Organizations today
are facing heightened challenges in remaining competitive in a more demanding global business environment. New
technology, customer expectation, outsourcing, low cost competitors and needs for both higher performance and more
innovation from employees are only a few of these. In this book Burke and Cooper present an international collection of
current research and new perspectives, examining why people and human resource management matter to the success
of organizations and presenting examples of efforts to build more satisfying and effective organizations that have worked.
The book includes chapters on organizational processes as well as organizational strategies and design. The former
includes performance management, building employee engagement, developing psychological capital (e.g., resilience,
self-esteem), managing talent, supporting teams and inspiring leaders at all levels of the organization. The latter tackles
how to develop and sustain an ethical organizational culture, fostering the ability to cork across cultures (cultural agility),
employer branding, the sustainable organization and improving corporate governance practices. These chapters offer
suggestions as to how organizations can embrace the need for continual change.
A revised and updated guide to bridging relationship creation with relationship capitalization Relationship Economics isn't
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about taking advantage of friends or coworkers to get ahead. It's about prioritizing and maximizing a unique return on
strategic relationships to fuel unprecedented growth. Based on the author's global speaking and consulting
engagements, Relationship Economics reveals that success comes from investing in people for extraordinary returns.
This revised and updated version explains the three major types of relationships—personal, functional, and strategic—and
how to focus each to fuel enterprise growth. It introduces new concepts in relationship management, including the
exchange of Relationship Currency®, the accumulation of Reputation Capital®, and the building of Professional Net
Worth®. These are the fundamental measures of business relationship, and once you understand them, you'll be able to
turn your contacts into better executions, performance, and results. "David Nour is the definitive expert on strategic
relationships. He has captured practical, pragmatic, and timely insights in Relationship Economics and has been a
valuable resource to my sales transformation efforts." —RANDY SEIDL, Senior VP, Enterprise Servers, Storage and
Networking, Americas, HP "Although many understand the importance of relationships, the quantifiable and strategic
values of relationships are often underemphasized. David Nour has done just that in??Relationship Economics."??
—CRAIG LEMASTERS, President and CEO, Assurant Solutions "If a man is judged by the company he keeps, David
Nour's Relationship Economics provides a systematic approach to building value in that judgment. The concepts reach
well beyond networking to building lasting and productive relationships." —DENNIS SADLOWSKI, former president and
CEO, Siemens Energy & Automation, Inc.
Hubo una vez una compañía de éxito que creció gracias a la energía de su fundador, una persona creativa e ingeniosa,
pero que insistía en tomar la mayoría de las decisiones estratégicas. Casi toda la información corporativa fluía hacia,
desde y a través de él, siendo el centro del que provenía la autoridad para actuar. Así, cuando hubo que sustituirlo, la
empresa entró en una espiral negativa que marcó el inicio de su desaparición, ya que no había una cultura de liderazgo
compartida, sino un único líder que trazaba el camino. Los líderes van y vienen, pero una sólida marca de liderazgo
corporativo es el oxígeno que renueva el ambiente de la organización y ofrece resultados de valor perdurables en el
tiempo, que aumentan la satisfacción de clientes, empleados e inversores. Entre en el apasionante mundo del liderazgo
de la mano de Dave Ulrich y Norm Smallwood y conozca las seis etapas clave para incorporar el liderazgo como
capacidad organizativa para generar confianza y credibilidad en sus públicos internos y externos.
This three-volume collection on the business of healthcare addresses healthcare management at the level of the
individual medical practice, healthcare organizations, and the healthcare sector as a whole.
Whether on the sports field or in the boardroom, leaders and teams intuitively know what it feels like when things are
going well. But how do you measure this: are things really as good as they seem, or is there room for improvement? And
what should leaders really focus on to make a difference? Based on the most comprehensive leadership data ever
collected through interviews with over 15,000 leaders, PoWeR Score reveals the startlingly simple method every leader
can use to immediately improve their team's performance - and their own. It starts with asking the question 'Are we
running at full power?' and goes on to ask all the questions you need to ask yourself and your team. The answers might
surprise you. Breaking performance down into a team's PoWeR score - Priorities (goals), Who (the people helping you
achieve them) and Relationships (leading and managing those people) - Smart, Street and Foster's intuitive guide will
explain how you can use your score to increase your impact, help your team to perform better and enjoy your career to
the full. Whether you're a CEO managing hundreds of people, a sports coach running a struggling team, or a manager
with a team of just one or two PoWeR Score will help you attain 100 per cent.
This insightful book presents new and innovative business models that are increasingly becoming a key to business
success in a rapidly changing world. It details new and appropriate analytics, frameworks, insights, and forecasts for
strategy and execution. At the intersection of disruptive and accelerated change, business leaders around the world are
trying to embrace change and incorporate innovative business models in the basics of their businesses. Increasing
emphasis is being placed on rethinking how customer value is developed and delivered, rethinking the profit formula and
the financial model, and making corresponding changes to the core resources.
Learn how you can tackle everyday leadership challenges regardless of your title, position, or authority with this insightful
resource A book about leadership for people who are not in formal or hierarchical leadership positions, Everyday People,
Extraordinary Leadership provides readers with a comprehensive and practical approach to addressing leadership
challenges, no matter the setting or circumstance. Esteemed scholars and sought-after consultants Jim Kouzes and
Barry Posner adapt their trademark The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership® framework to today’s more horizontal
workplace, showing people that leadership is not about where you are in the organization; it’s about how you behave
and what you do. Everyday People, Extraordinary Leadership draws on the authors’ deep well of research and practical
experience to cover key subjects: The essence of making a difference in any role, setting, or situation The difference
between positions of authority and leadership The importance of self-development in leadership development This book
is perfectly applicable and accessible for anyone who wants to improve their own leadership potential and who isn’t yet
in an official leadership role. Everyday People, Extraordinary Leadership offers authoritative new insights, original case
studies and examples, and practical guidance for those individuals who want to make a difference. You supply the will,
and this book will supply the way.
Advises managers on successful techniques for conducting employment interviews and checking references
Growing an Entrepreneurial Business: Concepts and Cases is a textbook designed for courses that focus on managing small to
medium sized enterprises. It focuses on the major management challenges that successful start-ups encounter when leaders
decide to grow and scale their businesses. The book is divided into two parts—text and cases—to provide professors with maximum
flexibility in organizing their courses. The thirty-five cases can be used in conjunction with the text, or independently. Twelve cases
are written as narratives with multiple teaching points, but without a focus on a particular business decision; the remaining twentyPage 4/5
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three cases were written around specific conundrums related to strategy, operations, finance, marketing, leadership, culture,
human resources, organizational design, business model, and growth. Discussion questions are provided for each case. The text
portion of the book discusses key issues derived from the author's research and consulting, and is meant to complement the case
method of teaching, raising issues for conversation. In addition to the real-world knowledge that students will derive from the
cases, readers will take away research-based templates and models that they can use in developing or consulting with small
businesses.
In this instant New York Times Bestseller, Geoff Smart and Randy Street provide a simple, practical, and effective solution to what
The Economist calls “the single biggest problem in business today”: unsuccessful hiring. The average hiring mistake costs a
company $1.5 million or more a year and countless wasted hours. This statistic becomes even more startling when you consider
that the typical hiring success rate of managers is only 50 percent. The silver lining is that “who” problems are easily preventable.
Based on more than 1,300 hours of interviews with more than 20 billionaires and 300 CEOs, Who presents Smart and Street’s A
Method for Hiring. Refined through the largest research study of its kind ever undertaken, the A Method stresses fundamental
elements that anyone can implement–and it has a 90 percent success rate. Whether you’re a member of a board of directors
looking for a new CEO, the owner of a small business searching for the right people to make your company grow, or a parent in
need of a new babysitter, it’s all about Who. Inside you’ll learn how to • avoid common “voodoo hiring” methods • define the
outcomes you seek • generate a flow of A Players to your team–by implementing the #1 tactic used by successful businesspeople
• ask the right interview questions to dramatically improve your ability to quickly distinguish an A Player from a B or C candidate •
attract the person you want to hire, by emphasizing the points the candidate cares about most In business, you are who you hire.
In Who, Geoff Smart and Randy Street offer simple, easy-to-follow steps that will put the right people in place for optimal success.
A concise extension of the business classic Topgrading, targeted to sales managers Brad Smart's Topgrading has sold more than
150,000 copies since 1999, making it the definitive book for executives who want to hire, coach, and retain top talent. Now Smart
has teamed up with Greg Alexander, who used Topgrading to radically improve his sales force at EMC. In Topgrading for Sales,
they have boiled down the key Topgrading ideas to a pithy 112 pages while focusing on the unique needs of sales managers and
sales directors. Great sales forces don't just depend on strategies-they depend on hiring the best possible reps. But surveys show
that about half of all hires and promotions put an underqualified person in the wrong job. No wonder the average tenure for sales
managers is only nineteen months. Topgrading for Sales takes the guesswork out of hiring by teaching readers how to interview
systematically for A-level talent instead of relying on hunches and prejudices. It also shows how to coach B-level reps to turn them
into A-players and how to weed out C-players before they do too much damage.
Innovation isn't something you do after you get your work done. It's how you do your work. Organizations all over the world are
shedding jobs in record numbers. Yet today, they are desperately in need of people with the abilities and skills to think ahead of
the curve, delight customers, motivate colleagues, slash costs, and achieve unconventional results. In this practical road map to
becoming irreplaceable, global innovation guru and bestselling author Robert B. Tucker reveals why honing your I-Skills
(Innovation Skills) may be the smartest career move you'll make. Based on interviews with forty-three innovation-adept managers
and individual contributors, Innovation Is Everybody's Business guides you in: Mastering the seven essential I-Skills you need to
become indispensable Unleashing the “mindset, skillset, and toolset of the innovator” that enable you to anticipate and rise to the
challenges your organization faces in a hypercompetitive era Developing your Personal Innovation Strategy to address the critical
components of becoming irreplaceable Assaulting your assumptions at the personal, organizational, and industry levels Building
tools for work-life balance and creating your own job satisfaction If you're ready to stop talking about innovation and start adding
value today – in your job, department or organization – you're ready to read and benefit from the powerful message of Innovation
is Everybody's Business.
Moral Leadership tells you all you need to know to lead. Nothing is left to guess work. Whether you are in the military, corporate
world, or the church--the sound leadership skills in this book can enable you to effectively communicate, make decisions, and build
teams. The author, leading by example, shares the moral basis of genuine character, enabling leaders to be people of integrity
and properly lead those in their spheres of influence, whether family, friends, or those they work with. The cumulative effect can
turn your life around, and turn America around, and put her on moral ground.
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